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it’s all about:



Our mission is TO CREATE

To create beautiful and usful products 
for arangement of working areas.
 
To create areas for the development of people 
and companies.





ecology of environment
feel the harmony
Most of our life passes inside four walls: home, office, sports hall. Which is why it is important 
to have around us a user-friendly, ecologically sound environment throughout this long period 
of time. The NAYADA-Intero system will provide you with not only beauty, but ecology of your 
space as well. 

Besides the clean materials used in partition production, and the minimization of waste in con-
struction the NAYADA-Intero system guarantees a high level of acoustic insulation. Protection 
from noise promotes not only the comfort of your stay in an area, but a good state of health 
throughout the days, weeks and years — for life.



Thanks to the design features of NAYADA-Intero the high level  
of acoustic insulation is guaranteed even for glass sections.

The construction of NAYADA-Intero makes it possible to build lighting 
fixtures into the partition panels.





personalization of space
be yourself
We — office inhabitants — are very different. We might be emotionally open or closed, we like 
different materials and shapes, we prefer different colours. Although we are in the same team 
and advance to the common goal, each of us in the office would like to create an individual 
atmosphere, which suits their personality and allows him or her to work comfortably. 

How can we meet the individual preferences of various people and maintain office unity? The 
NAYADA-Intero system solves this problem and puts people in a good mood.



Double swing doors of dual plate-glass leaf up to 3 m high have been 
developed specially for the NAYADA-Intero system.

All possible variants for decorative glass processing, including color-
ing, glazing and sand-jet blasting are available. 





functionality
enjoy the result
Functionality is not only about effective technology. It is, firstly, convenience and getting the 
most out of time and effort spent at work. 

The functional NAYADA-Intero system, with its multiple accessories — shelves, built-in cabinets, 
with its ability to safely conceal electric services inside the partition, with its control of the pri-
vacy and illumination in the accommodation using Venetian and roller blinds will improve your  
productivity at work.



The partition design allows the installation between glasses of either 
Venetian or roller blinds.

Any services can be laid inside the partition. There is a special plinth 
for mounting electrical sockets.



interglass blinds





styling possibilities
live bright
The NAYADA-Intero system, with its wide styling possibilities, multiple shapes, shelves, built-
in cupboards and attachments, makes it possible to create a modern, stylish and interesting 
office.



NAYADA-Intero, as a part of a solution concept for arranging office 
space, provides connections to any other partition types.

The sliding doors of the NAYADA-Intero system offer maximum con-
venience and space saving. The door suspension system (track) is 
completely concealed in the narrow horizontal frame.



rolling-in doors



Shelves and built-in cabinets are a part of NAYADA-Intero system  
and they are constructed using the same base elements as the parti-
tion itself.



connection to single-glass partition
and hang-on accessories 





status
make a statement
The head of the company.
It is hard to overestimate the role of this person. A captain, leading his ship over troubled  
business waters. Each detail of the office of this person should speak of the importance,  
seriousness and weight of decisions taken here. The NAYADA-Intero system will make it  
possible to create an office appropriate to the status of its owner.



Partition panels of NAYADA-Intero systems can be decorated with 
various materials, for example, veneered or leathered.

As an additional option, to order, the panels of the NAYADA-Intero sys-
tem can be finished using the same materials as for the furniture



leather finish





exclusive solutions
think outside the box
Functionality and convenience, beauty and ecology are a standard set of requirements, 
which we offer. But sometimes this standard set is not enough. Our mind and eyes want  
something more: different lines, another mood. The NAYADA-Intero system allows the creation  
of non-standard design-solutions even in standard offices.



A 5m radius of curvature of the partition can be achieved using  
standard panels.

In non-standard situations, the partition can be made 6m high  
without additional measures to ensure design stiffness.



NAYADA-International is incorporated into the NAYADA 
group of companies, and has worked on the construction 
of commercial facilities since 1995. The NAYADA group 
focuses its efforts on the development and production 
of partition systems, as well as supplying complete 
systems for organising space in business premises. 

The company consists of a design bureau, distributed 
production (Italy, Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, 
Byelorussia) and warehouse facilities. We conduct our 
activities in the territories of the CIS and the EU. In our 
product portfolio there are 9 partition systems. 
Depending on the demands of one or another regional 
market, we produce the appropriate products. In Europe 
we offer our Customers the following systems: 

NAYADA-Intero, NAYADA-Hufcor, NAYADA-Standard. Fur-
thermore, we are willing to execute non-standard orders 
for our customers. Yearly, we realize more than 4000 
projects.

Clients of the NAYADA group include the following: 
Raiffeisenbank, PricewaterhouseCoopers, CitiBank, 
Danone, Ernst & Young, General Motors, Nike, 
Hewlett-Packard, Philip Morris, Samsung, 
Сisco Systems, Procter&Gamble and many other 
respected companies.



The company works to improve the technical specification 
of its partitions, constantly carrying out various system 
tests. At the same time we try to provide our customers 
with irreproachable service — rapid preparation of our 
commercial proposals, post-guarantee service of our 
sytems, staff always accessible. 

In 2005 the NAYADA company quality management 
system was certified to international quality standard 
ISO9001:2000. We are concerned about ecology and that 
is why we take a responsible approach to material  
selection for our products, arranging production  
processes, recycling, process systems of assembly and 
dismantling. From 2007 the company became a member 
of the International Fund of wildlife protection.
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Russia
Moscow
“NAYADA-Moscow”, 
121059, Moscow,  Berezhkovskaya, 16a
tel./fax: (495) 933 10 55, 258 75 46 
office@nayada.ru, www.nayada.ru

Yekaterinburg
“Nayada-Yekaterinburg”
620014, Yekaterinburg, Radishcheva Str.,  6a, of. 2902
tel./fax: +7 (343) 287 01 00 
ekaterinburg@nayada.ru, www.nayada-ekaterinburg.ru

Kazan
“Nayada-Kazan”
420097, Kazan, Dostoyevsky Str., 66 
tel./fax: (843) 524 80 48, 524 81 48 
kazan@nayada.ru, www.nayada-kazan.ru

Krasnodar
“Nayada-Krasnodar”
350000, Krasnodar, Karasunskaja Str., 60, of. 37 
tel.: +7 (861) 200 69 44, 200 69 50, 210 27 02
krasnodar@nayada.ru, www.nayada-krasnodar.ru

Krasnoyarsk
“Nayada-Krasnoyarsk”
660077, Krasnoyarsk, Aviators Str., 23 «a», 4th floor
tel.: +7 (391) 277 10 63, 277 10 73 
krasnoyarsk@nayada.ru , www.nayada-krasnoyarsk.ru

Nizhny Novgorod
“Nayada-Nizhny Novgorod” 
603057, Nizhniy Novgorod, Nartova Str., 6, office 605 
tel./fax: (8312) 78 66 84 /85 /86 
nnovgorod@nayada.ru

Novosibirsk
“Nayada-Novosibirsk” 
630091, Novosibirsk, Sovetskaya Str., 64, office 603 
tel.: (383) 334 00 39, 236 20 67 
novosibirsk@nayada.ru, www.nayada-nsk.ru

Perm
“Nayada-Perm” 
614000, Perm, Monastyrskaya Str., 95, «G»
tеl.: (342) 206 70 80, 206 39 20, 215 57 86
info@nayada.perm.ru, www.nayada-perm.ru

Rostov-on-Don
“Nayada-Rostov-on-Don” 
344130, Rostov on Don, Dovatora Str., 197, of. 205 A
tеl.: (863) 237 27 15 /13/
rostov-na-donu@nayada.ru, www.nayada-rostov.ru

Samara
“Nayada-Samara”
443086, Samara, Eroshevskogo, 3, building 1, of. 310 
tеl.: (846) 279 08 90, fax: (846) 334 44 42 
info@nayada-samara.ru 

Saint Petersburg
“Nayada-Neva”
191119, Saint Petersburg, Marata Str., 69/71A, 
«Renaissance Plaza» business centre, office 203 A 
tel./fax: (812) 449 10 90 
info@nayadaneva.ru, www.nayada-neva.ru 

Tyumen
“Nayada-Tyumen”
625048, Tyumen,  Kharkiv Str., 27 
tel./fax: (3452) 59 31 49, 59 31 59
tumen@nayada.ru, www.nayada-tumen.ru

Surgut
“Nayada-Surgut”
628415, Surgut, 51/1 Profsoyuznov Str., 2nd floor, ste. 2 
fax: (3462) 22 36 22
tumen@nayada.ru, www.nayada-tumen.ru

Chelyabinsk
“Nayada-Chelyabinsk” 
454084, Chelyabinsk, Engels Str., 44 d, of. 901
tel./fax: (351) 216 0 222
chelyabinsk@nayada.ru, www.nayada-chelyabinsk.ru

Omsk
“Nayada-Omsk”
644043, Omsk, Frunze Str., 40, of. 404-6
tel./fax: (3812) 902 442
tel.: 8 951 414 05 01, 8 962 048 98 85
rugerasimov@nayada.ru, www.nayada-omsk.ru

Belarus, Minsk
“Nayada-Minsk” 
220035, Belarus, Minsk, Timiryazeva street, 65 A, of. 530 
tel.: +375 17 250 60 24, 205 89 53
minsk@nayada.ru, www.nayada.by 

Kazakhstan, Almaty
“Nayada-Almaty” 
050008, Kazakhstan, Almaty, Tole bi Str., 187, 2nd floor
tel./fax: +7 (727) 395 46 09 /10 /11
info@nayada.kz, www.nayada.kz 

Astana
“Nayada Astana”
010000, Kazakhstan, Astana, Baraeva Str.,16, «B», of. 304
tel./fax: +7 (10 77172) 59 26 86, 59 26 70
info@nayada-astana.kz, www.nayada-astana.kz

Moldova , Kishinev
“Nayada-Kishinev”
of. 204, bloc 2/4, Studentilor str-la, MD-2020 
mun. Chisinau, R. Moldova
tel.: +373 (22) 240307, fax: +373 (22) 240308 
office@nayada.md, www.nayada.md 

Ukraine , Kiev
“Nayada-Kiev”
04050, Kiev, Ukraine, Pimonenko Str. 13
“Forum” business center , office 5A/14
tel.: 8 (10 380 44) 247 69 55 /57
kiev@nayada.ru, www.nayada.ua 

Italy, Verona
NAYADA-International (Italy) 
Via Crivellin 9/k 37010 Affi - VERONA - ITALY
tel.: + 39 050 76 20 014
info@nayada.com, www.nayada.com



www.nayada.comINTERO


